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Perceived threats to NATO’s security have shifted considerably since the Cold War. While some Eastern 
NATO members still view collective territorial defence as NATO’s fundamental role, it is clear from Alliance 
activities over the last decade that motivations other than territorial defence are exerting considerable 
influence on NATO’s direction. This brief examines the emerging challenges for NATO and its internal 
restructuring in attempts to maintain its raison d’être1. 
 
Concerted Alliance attention to what have been called “non-traditional threats” or “emerging security 
challenges” has its origins in the terrorist attacks on September 2001, when it became clear that international 
terrorism could inflict grave damage to Allied populations and interests. Nevertheless, as NATO starts to 
look at other new threats, it is entering new and uncertain territory, where the added value of its efforts 
remains unclear. The appropriate scope of “emerging challenges” also remains undetermined: threats 
considered to date usually include terrorism, the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, cyber-attacks, 
disruption of energy supplies, and even extends to climate change and migration. Are these matters best dealt 
with from a security point of view? And are there not more suitable and appropriate fora for addressing these 
challenges?   
 
In August 2010, around 50 staff members from NATO’s International Staff and International Military Staff 
were moved into the new “Emerging Security Challenges Division”. Was this structural change a signal that 
NATO HQ is now seriously branching out? Or an attempt by the HQ to communicate reform-mindedness 
and fresh thinking?  
 
Operating under zero budget growth rules, the new division will comprise five units dealing with terrorism, 
cyber-defence, energy security, strategic analysis, and the Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) Center. It 
will be headed by a Hungarian Assistant Secretary General and the current Director of the Policy Unit in the 
Secretary General’s Private Office as Deputy Assistant Secretary General.  
 
Regarding the impetus for its creation, the decision was top-down, rather than an initiative that came out of 
the International Staff divisions (who presumably were not keen to lose staff or portfolios). Secretary 
General Rasmussen has spoken out against what he sees as an inefficient HQ and has called for reform to cut 
costs and to improve the Alliance’s capability to respond to threats present in the contemporary security 
environment. It is unclear how enthusiastic NATO member capitals were, but the fact that no increase in 
budget was required surely aided adoption of the reform in the North Atlantic Council.  
 

                                                   
1 See Briefing Note in ESR 51 by Oana Topala, NATO’s raison d’être in today’s strategic environment, September 
2010. www.isis-europe.org  
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While NATO’s fundamental purpose remains collective defence, the current possibility of a large-scale 
invasion of Europe or North America seems remote. While the Alliance has concluded that engagement 
further afield (Balkans, Afghanistan, Horn of Africa) was in the interest of their collective security, the 
difficulties faced by the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) in Afghanistan have substantially 
dimmed enthusiasm for remote operations. Therefore, the “institutionalisation” of emerging threats as one of 
NATO’s primary foci may reflect a feeling among member governments that this approach is one way of 
maintaining the credibility and relevance of “the world’s most successful political-military Alliance” 
following substantial obstacles in stabilising Afghanistan. Furthermore, it has been suggested that such an 
“institutionalisation” of non-traditional threats will increase potential areas of cooperation with the European 
Union, a priority of the Secretary General’s and indeed one of the three priority points of EU HR/VP 
Ashton’s speech to the meeting of EU Defence Ministers last week.  
 
While terrorism had received some mention in NATO summit communiqués prior to 9/11, the expression 
was mainly one of political support and solidarity pushed for by Allies with internal experience with 
terrorism. Terrorism was considered primarily as an internal matter, to be dealt with by security services. 
Since then, work to date on terrorism has included focus on Counter-Improvised Explosive Devices (IED) -
technology mandated by ISAF’s experience in Afghanistan - information-sharing, improving awareness 
among partners, border security, and operational aspects- e.g. ISAF, Active Endeavour and Eagle Assist - as 
well as the protection of critical infrastructures, such as port and harbour security.  
 
Much has been said recently about the Alliance’s efforts to decrease its vulnerability to cyber-attacks. A 
senior NATO official acknowledges that NATO HQ is the target of hundreds of “cyber-incidents” every day, 
ranging from mild probes to concerted attacks. Although cyber-security has been on NATO’s agenda since 
2002, much of the impetus for renewed concentration in this area comes from Estonia’s experience as the 
target of a focused and intensive cyber-attack in 2007.2 NATO approved a cyber-defence policy in 2008 
which provides guidance to NATO’s civil and military bodies to consolidate approaches to cyber defence 
and coordinate responses to cyber attacks. The policy established the Cyber Defence Management Authority, 
which holds responsibility for coordinating cyber defence throughout the Alliance.  
 
During the Cold War, energy security in an Alliance context entailed ensuring the supply of fuel to NATO 
forces, but shifting strategic and political situation has led to calls for NATO to expand its role in this field. 
Some NATO members have balked at putting energy security on the Alliance’s agenda as a military issue 
(particularly France and Germany, who are reluctant to jeopardize relations with Russia), but pressure from 
Eastern Allies who have suffered from energy disruption prevailed. Activities undertaken by the Alliance to 
date include Operation Active Endeavour, a maritime operation which includes as an objective enhancing the 
security of key resource shipping lanes in the Mediterranean, as well as cooperation with Partner countries 
and relevant experts through various mechanisms and fora.  
 
The WMD Centre, launched in 2000 under the Initiative on Weapons of Mass Destruction approved at the 
1999 Washington Summit, supports defence efforts to improve Alliance preparedness in responding to 
WMD risks and their delivery methods. In doing so, the centre works to strengthen dialogue on WMD issues 
among Allies, to enhance consultations on non-proliferation, arms control and disarmament issues, to assess 
risks and to support defence efforts that serve to improve the Alliance’s preparedness to respond to the risks 
of WMD and their means of delivery. In recent years the Centre has also focussed on the protection of forces 
and populations against chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear weapons and on missile defence.3 
 
                                                   
2 See also ISIS Europe Report for the European Parliament, “Cyber security and politically, socially and religiously 
motivated cyber attacks”, by Dr. Paul Cornish, Chatham House, February 2009. http://www.isis-
europe.org/pdf/2009_artrel_247_09-02-epstudy-cyberterrorism.pdf  
3 NATO-topic: Weapons of Mass Destruction, http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natolive/topics_50325.htm  
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The ‘strategic analysis capability’ is the only one that did not exist in some other division prior to the re-
organisation. Its role will not so much be focused on conceptual work but rather to look at pre-crisis 
situations in a 6-24 month timeframe and report to the Secretary General and the Chairman of the Military 
Committee on the implications of these potential crises for Alliance security. Focus would include aspects 
outside of NATO’s traditional remit that some members are often loath to discuss in Alliance format, 
including Iran, North Korea, and competition for resources in the Arctic. It is envisioned that this “strategic 
analysis capability” unit will rely closely on outside expertise, entailing close collaboration with the 
International Military Staff’s intelligence division, regional desk officers, other international organisations, 
academia and think tanks.  
 
An internal emerging threat? 
 
While the new division’s structure is meant to transcend the “division approach” said to be entrenched within 
the HQ and foster flexibility, early signs foreshadow future difficulties and intra-institutional conflict. With 
the zero budget rules imposed on the secretariat, the staffing of the new division was effectively a zero-sum 
game for the existing divisions. Furthermore, several disputes have predictably arisen over the re-allocation 
of work strands/portfolios to the new division.  
 
It was envisioned that this division would be largely free of associated committees. Thus, only the WMD 
Centre will have an associated committee. There will be no other committees associated with the division; 
rather the intended arrangement is for the Assistant Secretary General to chair committees under other 
divisions when the topic at hand is relevant.  
 
While some of the emerging threats are clearly relevant to members’ security, NATO should proceed with 
caution. It would be a mistake to add a host of new threats to the Alliance’s remit without careful 
consideration of the implications for solidarity and cohesion between members, and capabilities required if 
the organisation is to undertake more than a just a superficial role. There is a danger that this new division 
finds itself writing papers that receive little attention.   
 
NATO’s new institutionalised approach to emerging security challenges should have the full backing and 
support of Allies if it is to be successful and add value. One hopes that this new focus is not only a product of 
‘Afghanistan fatigue”, but should reflect a sustained commitment to examine the implications of these threats 
for NATO members’ security. One way for NATO to demonstrate that it is tackling these challenges in a 
coherent, sustained and capital-supported fashion would be to include focused mention of these non-
traditional threats in the new Strategic Concept, with specific language on the scope of emerging challenges 
the NATO members wish to see considered within the Alliance. While several of these non-traditional 
threats are appropriate to a political-military alliance, others are best left to the EU and other civil-oriented 
institutions. 
 
 
 
 
 

 


